Beauty That Heals
Premium Series Recliners: Inspired by Art & Science
Attractive aesthetics in the healthcare environment can create a
sense of patient well being. Both form and function are imperative
to patient satsifaction.
But what is behind the art and science of an exceptional treatment
recliner?
Features

Patient
Comfort

Caregiver
Productivity

Residental Style +
Healthgrade Vinyl

Attractive designs create
an “at home” feel

Designed for easy cleaning

Durability = fewer repairs

Gas Assist Recline &
Infinite Position Backrest

Greater independence
+ enhanced range of
motion

Significantly eases effort
needed to help patients
recline or sit upright

Enables operational
efficiency

500lb Weight Capacity

Spacious comfort for
patients of all sizes

Clinical seating for patients
of all sizes

Eliminates the need for
multiple models

Locking Casters

Secure positioning allows
patients to feel at ease

Foot operated controls
reduce the need to bend

Move seating with ease

Optional Side Table(s)

Easy access to personal
items

Ideal level to reduce
potential for back strain

Stain resistent, non-porous
material enables efficient
cleanup

Heat & Massages Options

Helps to relax and soothe
patients

Enables enhanced patient
well-being

Patient satisfaction
increases

Lay Flat Feature*

Nocturnal comfort helps
patients to sleep through
the night

Easy access controls
reduce back strain

Flexibility to add capacity
for around-the-clock care

Trendelenburg Option*

Secure-Glide™ provides
gentle descent

Secure-Glide™ prevents
clinician strain

Supports emergency
protocol in seconds

Optional Swing Arms*

Enables easier entry

Barrier-free patient transfer

180º swing-away
movement for convenient
cleaning access

Match Your Purpose*

Additional options and accessories available including IV Pole, Accessory Hook,
Neck Pillow, and more.

(*350lb option available)

Facility
Efficiency

*Features and options vary by model

CONTACT US
To arrange a demonstration or to speak with one of our associates, please feel free to contact us.
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